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Background:  

The build-up and unwinding of 
large imbalances 



The rise and fall of an enormous 
banking system 



An asset price boom-bust cycle 



High debt levels were accumulated 
with significant FX exposures 



Huge imbalances build up and then 
unwound 



Policy responses proved insufficient 
and the policy mix inappropriate 



The collapse triggered a large 
adjustment in income and demand… 



… But net exports provided a buffer 
for output 



Inflation was high pre-crisis but soared 
after the currency collapse 



A large contraction in international 
comparison… 



… and the direct fiscal costs are larger 
than in most other countries 

Composition of direct fiscal costs for 
Iceland (% of 2009 nominal GDP) 

Losses on loans to failed 
banks made by Central Bank 

11.1 

Other losses on loans to 
failed banks 

1.8 

Net costs of recapitalisation 
of failed banks 

3.8 

Costs of recapitalisation of 
Housing Finance Fund 

2.1 

Costs of called loan 
guarantees 

1.5 

Total costs 20.3 



 

Post-crisis policy responses 



Monetary policy 
Focus on stabilising currency and disinflation 

• High debt and FX exposure 
meant that the ISK collapse 
wreaked havoc in domestic 
balance sheets 

• Initial focus of monetary policy 
– Fostering stability of ISK while 

the restructuring and recovery of 
balance sheets takes place 

– Avoid disorderly capital outflows 
further weakening the ISK 

• Using interest rate policy and 
capital controls 

• Exchange rate stability and 
disinflation allowed for gradual 
easing of monetary policy 



Fiscal policy 
Consolidation to ensure debt sustainability 

• Fundamental changes in 
Government finances 

• The crisis led to a sharp 
reversal from surplus to 
deficit 
– 2007: +5.4% of GDP 
– 2008: -13½% of GDP 

• Gross debt increased from 
below 30% of GDP in 2007 
to 95% this year 

• Expenditure cuts and 
increased taxes needed to 
ensure a gradual closing of 
the deficit and a sustainable 
debt path 



 

The economic outlook:  

The road to recovery 



The króna has stabilised as risk 
premia has subsided 



A slow and gradual recovery has 
taken hold 

 
% 

 
2011 

 
2012 

 
2013 

Consumption 3.8 2.3 2.6 

Investment 10.3 16.2 11.2 

Domestic demand 4.0 2.6 3.6 

Exports 1.9 1.5 3.5 

GDP 2.8 1.6 3.7 

Unemployment 7.1 6.2 5.8 



But challenges remain: Private sector 
debt levels are high… 



… Debt restructuring has progressed 
slowly… 



... And inflation has started to rise again 
on the back of excessive wage increases 


